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Penn State off all charges in July of 2010. Mann tells Golfdom that he has heard all the refutations of the science he says proves that man is negatively affecting the world’s climate. To the point that computer modeling is ineffective, he chuckles.

“That’s silly because the seasons are predictable and that’s climate,” he says.

On a longer-term scale, he says some of the 20 super-computers around the world that focus on climate change predictions have forecasted the rising temperatures years in advance using data that shows man is the cause.

According to Mann, some computer models were run using just manmade factors, such as the increased CO2 production, to make projections. Other programs disregarded the CO2 output and calculated natural factors, such as sun spot activity, ocean temperatures and volcanic eruptions.

Neither accurately predicted the warming.

“When we put natural and human factors together, it’s like Goldilocks,” Mann says — just right.

Mann disagrees with those who argue the Earth’s rising temperatures are part of a natural cycle.

“The great irony is that if it’s ruled by natural forces it should have cooled down over the last few decades,” Mann says, because sunspot activity has flattened and more than 50 volcanoes have erupted, all which should have led to decreased temperatures.

There is a misconception, Mann says, about why climatologists view CO2 as a pollutant.

“The pollution is the effect on the climate,” he says.

Rising temperatures caused by increased levels of CO2 cause an increase of water vapor that “acts as an amplifier,” Mann states in an email. “As we increase the concentrations of other greenhouse gases like CO2, more CO2 warms up the atmosphere. That warmer atmosphere, in turn, holds more water vapor.”

“WE DON’T CALL THEM SKEPTICS… SKEPTICISM IS A GOOD THING IN SCIENCE. THEY’RE DENIERS OF THE REASONS OF CLIMATE CHANGE.”

– MICHAEL MANN, DIRECTOR, EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE CENTER, PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
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As a result, the increased water vapor in the atmosphere holds more heat and the Earth’s temperature rises further.

According to Mann, prior to the Industrial Revolution, there were 280 parts of CO₂ per million parts of air. That level stands now at 390 and the increase is accelerating so that the addition of two parts per million per year will soon become three parts. At that rate, the parts per million will reach 560, a doubling of the 280, by the middle of the century.

Mann said those who ignore the science bring to mind the famous saying of U.S. Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan: “Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, not his own facts.”

Mann sees many of the doubters creating their own facts, or ignoring facts, or jumping on a truth then manipulating it for their own end.

“We don’t call them skeptics,” Mann says of the doubters. “Skepticism is a good thing in science. They’re deniers of the reasons of climate change.”

**No matter which side**

GCSAA president Randquist rightly points out that the sheer volume and highly technical aspects of the research makes it nearly impossible for the average person to tell fact from fiction. Instead, the general public must rely on scientists who conducted the experiments to interpret the data for them.

“It’s tough to weed through and determine what’s out there. It’s a very complex equation,” he says. “I think we get into problems when we make absolute statements about it. I’d like to see better science before accepting it.”

Randquist sums it up best when he adds that no matter which side superintendents stand on the climate change issue, they still need to take care of the environment. “I’m for doing what we can to reduce emissions,” he says.

“I HAVE GREAT RESERVATIONS ABOUT THE (COMPUTER) MODELING. WEATHER MODELING IS 60-PERCENT ACCURACY RATE AND ITS BASED ON THE SAME TYPE OF MODELING.”

— ROBERT RANDQUIST, CGCS

Pioppi is a contributing editor to Golfdom.
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IT ALL BEGAN with a chance encounter on a hunting trip between a celebrated Mem- phis ophthalmologist, Dr. David Meyer and golfing legend Jack Nicklaus. Meyer invited Nicklaus out to see the 1,000-acre tract of land near Memphis that was once home to his thriving cattle ranch.

During the trip, Meyer explained his vision of a golf experience founded on the pure beauty within the rural reserve area of Collierville, Tenn. Nicklaus, appreciat- ing Meyer’s passion for nature and golf, agreed to turn 320 acres into one of the most coveted golf courses in Tennessee.

The vision was of an uncomplicated, uncrowded private facility for members and guests and a high quality golf club unencumbered by housing around the course.

With the help of a young team and some unique partnerships, they’re achiev- ing that goal.

Hello, Newman
Scott Newman is the superintendent at Spring Creek Ranch, joining the facility in October 2004. He has two assistants and heads a team of 25, which increases to 30 in the growing months.

Newman started in the golf business at an early age, and reluctantly. He grew up the grandchild of an old-fashioned golf pro/superintendent. Back then, that pairing of jobs was common, especially where Newman came from. His father worked on the golf course growing up and they lived on the facility.

At age 15, Newman began working on a golf course at Franklinton Country Club in Louisi- ana and worked there for three summers. Through high school he played base- ball, but being a golf pro’s grandson, he couldn’t es- cape from the game of golf.

“After my first summer I swore I’d never work on a golf course again, because I was the ju- nior guy, the one with no cart,” Newman laughs. “We didn’t have a budget, it was only a three-man crew and we worked seven days a week.”

When Newman realized a career playing baseball wasn’t in his future, he de- cided to give golf maintenance another
chance. This time, he saw how good a job it can be when you’re high enough up the ladder to warrant a cart.

“I got a job at Moneyhill Golf Club (in Abita Springs, La.) and immediately saw the golf course business in a totally different light,” Newman says. “I got to see what the super got to do, the range of skills he needed.”

That summer he decided to enroll at Mississippi State University on an agronomy degree course, which was a shock to his family, because they all grew up LSU fans.

While at MSU, Newman focused on getting plenty of work experience and had two internships, the first at The University Club at Baton Rouge. The superintendent at Baton Rouge then got the job at Highlands Plantation Golf Club in Starkville, Miss., where MSU is located. For the next two summers Newman worked there, before completing a six-month placement at New Orleans Country Club, three as an intern and three as an assistant.

Newman was hired at Spring Creek Ranch in 2004 as an assistant and accepted the job of head superintendent in February 2007, when his former boss, Scott McNeer, was promoted to general manager.

Spring Creek Ranch, a Jack Nicklaus Signature Course, is situated on 1,000 acres, of which only 200 acres are maintained turf. Construction began in 1997 and was completed in 1999. The natural contours, mounds and existing trees were used to the full extent with minimal earth movement. The course is a natural tree farm, and mature trees are removed with the club’s tree spade and replanted as necessary.

During construction, a 6-inch sand
Scott Newman was promoted to superintendent in 2007.

Cap was spread over the entire golf course area, covering the natural clay/loam mix that is indigenous to this area. The move was effective, and the ranch’s members are rarely required to remain on cart paths.

Since completion in 1999, the course has undergone three major projects. The first, in 2002, saw 100 acres of rough completely regrassed, from tall fescues to palisade zoysiagrass; then in 2005 all the bunkers were completely rebuilt and a new maintenance facility was constructed. In 2006 the course rebuilt and added bunkers, narrowed fairways and added five new championship tees.

“We had a perfectly functional maintenance facility before,” Newman says, “but the owner wanted to relocate the facility to the extreme northeast corner of the property, which was in keeping with his vision for Spring Creek Ranch. So now we have a state-of-the-art agronomy center with many modern upgrades and a fantastic workshop.”

During the last course renovation, a company out of Nashville, The Turf Company, and Eagle One Golf from Houston, were employed to remodel the course. The staff helped while the course was shut down for eight weeks.

One change made to the course was a switch from bentgrass greens to bermudagrass. Jim Lipe of Nicklaus Design was called in to assist with the regressing, from G2 bent to Champion bermudagrass, the same grass last month’s PGA Championship was played on at Atlanta Athletic Club.

The reason for the change was simple, Newman said. “We are in the transition zone and July through September the (bentgrass) greens get a little moist and are not as firm as some members may like.”

During that time, the course struck up what it feels is an innovative relationship with Jacobsen. “We’re not immune to the economic situation and we had to make a smart purchasing decision,” Newman says. “We also wanted some added value, which would be beneficial to both sides of the partnership, because we wanted it to be just that, a partnership. We’d make a substantial commitment to the machinery and in return we...”
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were open to suggestions when it came to added value.”

Ladd’s, the local Jacobsen distributor, came up with the idea of making Spring Creek Ranch an experience like Sage Valley (Graniteville, S.C.), where the company could bring in customers to tour the facility, play a round of golf and enjoy the atmosphere.

“We still want to keep Spring Creek Ranch a low-key, select golfing experience, but because we’re extremely proud of what we have here, we were open to the idea of sharing it with our peers,” Newman says.

Showcase your ability
The goal of the facility is to host an event like a Ryder Cup or a PGA Championship in the next 20 years. With the team they have in place, Newman says that goal is attainable.

“We’ve renovated this maintenance facility because we want it to fit with the rest of the property. It says a lot about the golf course. We take great pride in keeping the facility up to the high standards demanded,” Neman says. “I welcome members and their guests here and know they can sit down anywhere they choose, without getting their pants dirty.”

Newman, 31, feels fortunate to have a GM in Scott McNeer who knows what it’s like to work in the maintenance facility.

“I speak to Scott because he’s my mentor and I can bounce ideas off him knowing I’ll get an honest reply. We speak the same golf language and can have more in-depth conversations because we both have agronomy backgrounds,” Newman says.

“I miss the hell out of (being superintendent),” Scott McNeer, the GM, says. “There is so much reward in agronomy — that feeling of accomplishment. But Newman is doing a fantastic job. The day is going to come that we’ll be a top 100 course. But our No. 1 goal is to host a major.”

Newman also feels fortunate to have such a strong relationship with his supplier.

“Ladd’s as a company went out of their way to excel,” Newman says. “The proposal arrived and they came up with a very good offer, but what really impressed us was their proposal to help us raise our profile.

“(Ladd’s) came up with the concept of the Spring Creek Ranch Encounter, formulating a new Sage Valley-type experience; beneficial to both sides. We saw it as an opportunity to raise our profile and that was the deciding factor.”

A quick look in the immaculate maintenance facility showed the extent of the new fleet, with orange-and-black Jacobsen products as far as the eye can see.

“From a selfish point of view, it’s a great opportunity for all of us to showcase our ability; our ambition and desire to excel. Ladd’s have a territory that encompasses Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee and parts of Arkansas and they are bringing supers, technicians, golf pros, club members and owners from across the South to Spring Creek Ranch,” Newman says. “My guys will be introduced to these visitors and when they want to move on, there’s a good chance that they’ll be known to prospective employers from these ‘Encounter’ experiences.”

Newman is indeed fortunate to be working for a very special owner with a unique vision; one who has assembled a young team who shares that vision, determined to deliver that very private, uncomplicated, uncrowded, high-quality golfing experience for members and guests. He’s one of the new breed of young superintendents, vital to this industry, full of enthusiasm and the desire to be the best.

And if it plays out according to his plan, someday the golfing public will get to experience Spring Creek Ranch in a whole new way: in high-definition television on the Sunday of a major.

Kevin Marks is a freelance writer based in the United Kingdom.